As the latest trends crop up by the minute, textile waste is becoming a major issue when old and unwanted clothes end up in landfills.

It comes at a time when an estimated 92 million tons of textile waste is created globally each year. Only 12 percent of the material used for clothing ends up being recycled. The textile industry itself is responsible for 10 percent of global greenhouse gas emissions – more than international flights and maritime shipping combined.

With sustainability at the forefront of the zeitgeist, recycling used textiles, from upcycling to clothes swapping, has been on the rise in the past few years.

Even so, an industrial-scale scheme is certainly needed to bring about meaningful change, such as the latest initiative by the Singapore-based resources-based manufacturing group Royal Golden Eagle (RGE).

Recently, RGE and Nanyang Technological University, Singapore (NTU Singapore) launched a new textile recycling research center to accelerate innovation in textile recycling and translate research outcomes into practical solutions that can be deployed in urban settings like Singapore.

The RGE-NTU Sustainable Textile Research Centre (RGE-NTU SusTex) comes from a SG$6 million investment from RGE, the world's largest producer of viscose. The research center is located at NTU's School of Materials Science and Engineering.

Researchers will look into areas such as next-generation eco-friendly and sustainable textiles, and refabricating textile waste into fiber. The aim is to study the chemistry of various textile materials and determine the optimal processes and techniques required to bring us closer to a circular textile economy.

RGE Executive Director Perry Lim said more countries were banning the import of waste, including textile waste, nowadays. However, current textile recycling technologies, which rely on a bleaching and separation process using heavy chemicals, cannot be implemented in urban settings such as Singapore.

"This is where RGE can help, drawing on our 20 years of experience in viscose fiber making, to provide SG$6 million in funding to establish the research center and fund its work, share our global research and development expertise as the world's largest viscose producer and potentially scale up the viable innovations and solutions across our global operations," Lim said.

"Backed by Singapore's strong research ecosystem and leveraging NTU's engineering capabilities, we aim to catalyze innovation and develop a first-of-its-kind urban-fit textile recycling solution," he added.

NTU President Professor Subra Suresh said the goal of the RGE-NTU SusTex was very much aligned with Singapore's zero-waste vision to build a sustainable, resource-efficient and climate-resilient nation. "This partnership between NTU and RGE draws on RGE's industry experience as a global resources-based manufacturing group and leverages NTU's intellectual assets in materials and environmental chemistry," he said.
The joint research center leverages the university’s emphasis on interdisciplinary collaboration to catalyze high-impact research and take innovative ideas from the lab to the real world. It also builds on RGE’s wealth of industry experience and strong manufacturing capabilities. EDB seeded the relationship between NTU and RGE when the idea of an urban-fit textile recycling center was first germinated last year.

It will look into four research areas: cleaner and more energy efficient methods of recycling, automated sorting of textile waste, eco-friendly dye removal and finding alternative uses for textile by-products and developing a new generation of eco-friendly and smart textiles.

In conjunction with the establishment of the RGE-NTU SusTex, RGE plans to build a textile recycling pilot plant in Singapore that is low carbon, has low chemical emissions and is energy efficient. The new sustainable textile recycling solutions developed under the RGE-NTU SusTex are expected to be test bedded in this pilot plant.

RGE’s recycling initiative is also in line with those of APR, the first fully integrated viscose rayon producer in Asia, based in Pangkalan Kerinci, Riau. As part of the RGE group, APR’s APR2030 sustainability strategy aims to utilize 20 percent of recycled textile content in its viscose staple fiber (VSF) production by 2030.

As part of this strategy, last year APR commissioned a study by Closed Loop Fashion, an established hub for applied sustainability and circular economy practices, and Reverse Resources, an online mapping and tracking platform of recyclable textile waste flows, to survey, study, map and identify potential sources of pre-consumer textile waste supply from garment and textile factories in Indonesia, Bangladesh and Sri Lanka – three major textile and apparel producing countries.

This study report serves as a precursor to APR’s plan to develop a road map and to create a stable supply line to feed a future recycling plant to convert cotton and cotton-rich textile waste and viscose textile into new materials feedstock.

At the same time, the company is committed to reducing 50 percent of its water use, 80 percent in waste-to-landfill per product ton through closed-loop production and recycling investments, and a greater than 95 percent sulfur recovery rate by 2030.

This article was published in collaboration with RGE.
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